Two Year Old Integrated Review (IR) Pathway
Child in Early Years Setting

2 Year Old Lead (2YL) identifies cohort of 2 year olds and contacts the link Health Visiting Team (HVT) who checks whether integrated review completed. Agree dates for IR and venue. HVT send out invites for IR at setting/venue with ASQ-3 and supporting information about the IR and reminder to bring Red Book. List of children/dates/times sent back to 2YL

Settings to link with local Children’s Centre/a link setting if require a venue to hold IR

Observation, information gathering of prime areas, home language, characteristics of effective learning and link with Inclusion Coordinator by key person (KP) in partnership with parents and recorded on Two Year Old Integrated Review form

Follow up reminder to parents by 2YL/KP

Integrated Review meeting held, Two Year Old Integrated Review form added to, next steps agreed to include who will be responsible for any referrals and supporting access to services. Give parent feedback form to complete, return this to the Early Years Service. HVT to record in Red Book and complete back page of ASQ

HVT record data on HVT electronic records (EMIS)

Next steps followed up as agreed

For appointments not attended KP informs parents that another date will be set and HVT send invite followed up by setting and HVT